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Topic
Poste d - 11/12/2006 : 13:09:33

I thought there was a thread on this somewhere but I can't find it. Anyway, I was wondering if anyone has heard
anymore about it, like when it's to be on TV for instance. Here's part of a newspaper clipping.

United Kingdom
5404 Posts

Carole x
Sophie
Where am I going?

Poste d - 11/12/2006 : 14:21:14

SUGABABES?
2302 Posts

are they even fans of Dusty's? i bloody hope so.. i'm not a fan of their music at all, but hopefully they'll

do Dusty justice with this duet.
thanks for scanning in the article, Carole

Mads
Where am I going?

Poste d - 11/12/2006 : 21:39:01

Thanks for the article Carole.
I really hope they dont butcher our chance at seeing Dusty like this.
Love,
Mads xxx
Australia
3323 Posts

daydreamer
Moderator

Poste d - 11/12/2006 : 22:54:02

I could definitely think of better musical partners for Dusty than the Sugarbabes, who I guess have an album to
promote
It would have been interesting to see Joss Stone actually sing alongside Dusty and although I'm not a
Robbie Williams fan, he's a big Dusty fan and that could have been interesting.
Carole x
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United Kingdom
5404 Posts

Mads
Where am I going?

Poste d - 11/12/2006 : 23:19:36

Yeah Dusty deserves someone better/more famous. She's the best singer of all time and she's paired up with the
Sugababes???
Love,
Mads xxx

Australia
3323 Posts

EspressoConPanna
Little by little

Poste d - 11/12/2006 : 23:22:24

the sugar..who ?? Must be some Isle tripe....
USA
337 Posts

Michael
Austin, TX

Sophie
Where am I going?

Poste d - 11/12/2006 : 23:29:46

the Sugababes in all their glory:
2302 Posts

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wev3yYCrd2s
oh, wait.. that's Lenny Henry's imitation of them

dusty_freak
I’ve got a good thing

never mind; it's better than the real thing, IMHO!

Poste d - 12/12/2006 : 00:41:17

I hope this is on TV, i'd really like to see the end product
Clare xoxo
"I'm not Mama's little baby no more..."

Australia
5805 Posts

paula
Moderator

Poste d - 12/12/2006 : 01:02:19

ditto Sugababes? it sounds from you guys that they're a bad pop group? hmm..let us know what Dusty song is sung.
paula x

USA
5012 Posts

Mads
Where am I going?

Poste d - 12/12/2006 : 01:07:57

Oh they arent bad...they are just really average!
Dusty deserves better. But I dunno - I cant pass judgement until Ive seen it!
Love,
Mads xxx
Australia
3323 Posts

Dustyville
I start counting

10 Posts

Poste d - 12/12/2006 : 15:19:21

The Sugababes are huge in the UK - just been named as the biggest female hitmakers of the 21 century (I know we're
only 5 or 6 years in - depending on how you're counting). I like a lot of their songs. Particularly this one http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VTTI4Hm7Qyg
Joss Stone or Robbie would have been good choices, but it could have been a lot worse - Westlife or someone.
Edite d by - Dustyville on 12/12/2006 15:20:35
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Poste d - 12/12/2006 : 15:26:10

Yes, the Westlife probability was a bit of a worry
Carole x

United Kingdom
5404 Posts

paula
Moderator

Poste d - 12/12/2006 : 21:16:28

thanks Dustyville...I liked that Sugababes song. I wonder why they're not bigger in the states...maybe they are & I'm
just out of the newer pop group loop...
paula x

USA
5012 Posts

Dustyville
I start counting

Poste d - 12/12/2006 : 22:58:49
quote :
Originally posted by paula

10 Posts

tha nk s Dustyville ...I lik e d tha t Sugababe s song. I wonde r why the y're not bigge r in the sta te s...m a ybe the y a re & I'm just out of
the ne we r pop group loop...
paula x

Paula, you just gotta 'be down with the kids' yaknowarra mean? (",)
But you're right, I don't think the 'babes (",) are too well known in the US.
David.
dusty_freak
I’ve got a good thing

Poste d - 13/12/2006 : 02:35:51

Hm i don't mind the Sugababes but then again, i'm the biggest teenie bopper that ever lived
Clare xoxo
"I'm not Mama's little baby no more..."

Australia
5805 Posts

giota
Little by little

Greece
159 Posts

Mads
Where am I going?

Poste d - 13/12/2006 : 09:20:51

Ok let's be realistic.....there are few artists that can stand next to Dusty nowadays and Sugarbabes are not even too
close to think it about!!!!You can tell even by their foolish name!!Dusty, above all others, was a professional not only
cause people still remember her, but she studied music, she knew what was singing.Artist of today, just open their
mouth and shoot!!Let's as all remember a frase through an interview..."I was born to make people happy"....and wise to
leave her alone!!kisses to everyone.....

Poste d - 13/12/2006 : 09:45:18

OMGGG how cool would it be to put Dusty and Elvis together with clips of them both doing YDHTSYLM...???
Like they're both amazing singers in their own right. Everyone knows Elvis, and everyone SHOULD know Dusty, even
though some dont...
Im sure Elvis would rate high with viewers, and therefore Dusty would rate high...
Love,
Australia
3323 Posts

Tim
Where am I going?

Mads xxx

Poste d - 13/12/2006 : 11:46:54

The Sugarbabes CANNOT sing live. I think they make great records but it's sacrilege to 'pair' Dusty up with anyone of a
lesser calibre than her vocally. I guess at least she'll shine, but I think it's a tacky idea. 'Corner of the Sky' is an
exception because Petula Clark is her contemporary and the track needed finishing.
I don't know about anyone else but I find the whole idea most distasteful & I don't think Dusty would have been
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remotely amused by it!
T

United Kingdom
3422 Posts

Tim
Where am I going?

Poste d - 13/12/2006 : 11:50:02

I guess its like the remixing arguement- IMO if it's done intelligently then maybe there's something to be enjoyed in it.
(I've yet to here a great remix of anything of Dusty's although someone posted a weird mashup of the Look of Love
which was good.)
Dusty & Elvis -well no arguing calibre there. The problem is wht if she HATED him... ha ha...
Dusty and Aretha? Now that would be tempting - they could duet on Preacherman.
United Kingdom
3422 Posts

Sophie
Where am I going?

T xx

Poste d - 13/12/2006 : 11:56:12

how about Dusty & Patti LaBelle duetting on YDHTSYLM?

Mark & i would enjoy it, even if nobody else would..

2302 Posts

but i agree with what you're saying, Tim - they should have chosen someone more "on her level". if it had to be a
young, modern performer, maybe they could have chosen Joss Stone - she'd have been a better choice, IMHO.
and on the subject of remixes; i quite like the White Label Remix of SOAPM - have you heard that? hey, maybe Scissor
Sisters should remix one of Dusty's more "electro" songs - can you imagine it - it'd be great!

Mads
Where am I going?

Poste d - 13/12/2006 : 11:57:15

OMG thats another one they could do!
Grrr now I really dont like the idea of the Sugababes because they could do such better stufff!
Love,
Mads xxx
Australia
3323 Posts

dusty_freak
I’ve got a good thing

Poste d - 13/12/2006 : 12:05:20
quote :
Originally posted by scissorsophie
how about Dusty & Patti LaBe lle due tting on YDHTSYLM?

Um yeah, or not!!
Australia
5805 Posts

Clare xoxo
"I'm not Mama's little baby no more..."
daydreamer
Moderator

Poste d - 13/12/2006 : 18:24:50

Look what I just found in my email box....
Dear Carole,
I hope you are well. If you remember you very kindly helped me contact the estate of Dusty Springfield in the summer.
Well we have now finished the show and it looks great. Dusty's estate kindly gave us their permission and she will be
'dueting' with the Sugababes!
United Kingdom
5404 Posts

The sing choice is not an obvious one - it was very hard to find a suitable performance which we could manipulate in
the perfect way (nigh impossible in fact!). We ended up going for Dusty singing 'Dancing In The Streets' from the NME
awards 1965. The Sugababes act as a backing band for Dusty. The effect is really cool as it actually looks like Dusty is
there in the studio. We would have picked one of her most famous songs but unfortunately, the process didn't quite
work with the archive we found.
Anyway, the show is being broadcast on Christmas Eve at 5.45pm on BBC1. Please spread the word.
Best regards
James
So now we know.
Carole x
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Clive

Poste d - 13/12/2006 : 18:45:35

I’ll try anything

I wonder how the Echoes will feel about being replaced by the Sugababes!

1455 Posts

Jonathan

Poste d - 13/12/2006 : 19:36:44

Little by little

You should be back from the Bridgewater Hall to see the duet, Carole. Unfortunately I will still be on stage!!
United Kingdom
458 Posts

Love Jonathan

daydreamer

Poste d - 13/12/2006 : 20:23:41

Moderator

I was thinking just the same thing Jonathan! I'll still set the tape though, to be on the safe side

There are no backing

singers on stage with Dusty on Dancing in the Street, at least none you can see. Maybe he means backing vocalists
rather than band, I think Douggie would put up a fight for his geetar
Carole x
Edite d by - daydre am e r on 13/12/2006 20:25:22
United Kingdom
5404 Posts

Tim

Poste d - 13/12/2006 : 20:49:30

Where am I going?

Well, at least it will bring Dusty to an new audience I suppose!
T x

United Kingdom
3422 Posts

Mads

Poste d - 13/12/2006 : 21:02:49

Where am I going?

Alright I dont care WHO it is or WHATyou're doing that night, you're taping that for me OK!??!?!
Love,
Mads xxx

Australia
3323 Posts

Sophie

Poste d - 13/12/2006 : 22:02:53

Where am I going?

thanks for telling us, Carole!
2302 Posts

thankfully i'll be home from Tenerife by then, so i'll be able to see [and tape] the show. we just got a DVD recorder at
home
i don't know how to work it yet, but if i figure it out, i'll make copies for anyone who wants them..

Rob

Poste d - 13/12/2006 : 22:08:25

Administrator

I can see a queue forming I'm just behind Mads.

If you manage to do the first one Sophie i'm up for being part of the

tree
R

B

United Kingdom
4205 Posts

Sophie
Where am I going?

2302 Posts

Poste d - 13/12/2006 : 22:14:29

sure! i guess i'd better figure out how to work this DVD recorder, and buy some blank DVDs.. that may be a good place
to start
Edite d by - Sophie on 13/12/2006 22:16:58
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Poste d - 14/12/2006 : 00:53:15

Ooo yay i'd like one please
Clare xoxo
"I'm not Mama's little baby no more..."

Australia
5805 Posts

Mads
Where am I going?

Poste d - 14/12/2006 : 02:22:01

Alright if its Dusty and the Sugababes are only doing backup vocals this could actually turn out OK. Still like the Elvis,
Aretha etc. ideas better
Love,
Mads xxx

Australia
3323 Posts

daydreamer
Moderator

Poste d - 16/12/2006 : 23:25:51

I really love the Dancing in the Steets clip because amongst other things it reminds me of the Dusty I saw so often on
stage back in the sixties. She always had such tight skirts and such high heels but still managed to move around the
stage sooooo well. The thing about all the Poll Concert clips is that the sound isn't great and can seem quite thin. It
was such a big arena and without the technical gizmo's we now have, there wasn't a lot you could do about it. Maybe
they can fill the sound out on this clip with extra backing, that could be interesting. And in a way, it's quite good that
it's not one of her classics that they're messing with. Having said all that, I saw the Sugababes live on the Royal
Variety Performance last week and they were awful! At least being a recording, they can have a few go's at it.
United Kingdom
5404 Posts

Carole x

Edite d by - daydre am e r on 16/12/2006 23:27:10

MattMidd1
I’ve got a good thing

United Kingdom
4270 Posts

Poste d - 18/12/2006 : 17:46:27

I just saw the ad for that! It looks the best!
The babes have lil' mini beehives!!
Matt.

dusty_freak
I’ve got a good thing

Poste d - 18/12/2006 : 17:50:45

Aww see, the Sugababes aren't all that bad!! Lil beehives in memory of Dusty...
Clare xoxo
"I'm not Mama's little baby no more..."

Australia
5805 Posts

MattMidd1
I’ve got a good thing

Poste d - 18/12/2006 : 18:05:28

Who did Dusty sing duets with?
United Kingdom
4270 Posts

I know of:
Tom Jones
Tom Springfield
Lulu
Cilla
Richard Carpenter
Douggie
Matt.

dusty_freak
I’ve got a good thing

Poste d - 18/12/2006 : 18:23:05

Oh that guy on Wherever Would I Be... Daryl Hall or something...
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Clare xoxo
"I'm not Mama's little baby no more..."

Australia
5805 Posts

allherfaces
Administrator

Poste d - 18/12/2006 : 18:49:53

Dame Edna!
"Yesterday's gone. Love lead me on."
~Roll Away

USA
14235 Posts

MattMidd1
I’ve got a good thing

Poste d - 18/12/2006 : 18:51:43

oh yeah! I knew them 2 but forgot
United Kingdom
4270 Posts

Matt.

daydreamer
Moderator

Poste d - 18/12/2006 : 19:09:02

A few off the top of my head....

United Kingdom
5404 Posts

BJ Thomas
Andy Williams
Bobby Darin
Mel Torme
Scott Walker
Jose Feliciano
Jimi Hendrix
Georgie Fame
Jimmy Ruffin
Spencer Davis
Toni Tenille
Bee Gees
Englebert Humperdink
Martha Reeves
Des O'Connor
Anne Murray
Rolf Harris
Rod McKuen
Robert Goulet
Dinah Shore
That'll do for now but I'm sure there are more!
Carole x

MattMidd1
I’ve got a good thing

Poste d - 18/12/2006 : 19:10:26

OMG! I knew some of them!
United Kingdom
4270 Posts

I didn't know about the BeeGees though!
Matt.

Mads
Where am I going?

Poste d - 18/12/2006 : 23:01:13

Mark Murphy!
Love,
Mads xxx

Australia
3323 Posts

Rob
Administrator

Poste d - 18/12/2006 : 23:12:44

Veering slighlty off topic cos i saw the name Spencer Davis.
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The Spencer Davies Group featured a fantastic organist called
Stevie (later Steve) Winwood. He left to join the group Traffic and later Blind Faith with Eric Clapton, Ginger Baker and
Ric Grech.

United Kingdom
4205 Posts

During the summer of 1967, Spencer Davis put together a new Spencer Davis Group line-up, bringing in guitarist Phil
Sawyer and organist Eddie Hardin. One of the rejected applicants to be auditioned was a young piano player named
Reginald Dwight who would later launch a solo career, re-naming himself Elton John. The first Spencer Davis Group
single to be released without Winwood in the line-up was "Time Seller" which reached number 30 in August, 1967.
I can recommend Steve Winwood's albums as well worth a listen
Okay, back on topic
R

insomniacafe
I’ll try anything

I'm really looking forward to Duets Impossible, should be great!

B

Poste d - 22/12/2006 : 09:13:24

I've got to weigh in on this one. I really dislike the idea of this show - I first heard about it on the Roy Orbison forum,
because someone had the bright idea to team up Roy with Westlife on this show. I can't stand Westlife - this slick
interpretation of soulful songs, performed with phoney gestures and enunciations while sat on stools staring wistfully
into the camera is the antithesis of what great performers like Roy (and of course Dusty) were all about. Sugababes, I
honestly don't mind. I don't like them but I don't mind them, in their own context. All that is opinion, of course.

Netherlands
1509 Posts

But what is a matter of fact, is that these people have sadly, passed on, and are having artistic career decisions made
for them on their behalf. Decisions that they may very well have not agreed with, but they are no longer around to
protest. It's the idea of someone effectively being forced to sing with someone whether they like it or not, that really
riles me.
/End rant :P

Corinna
Forum Admin

Poste d - 22/12/2006 : 10:10:43
quote :
Originally posted by insomniacafe
But what is a m atte r of fact, is that the se pe ople have sadly, passe d on, and are having artistic care e r de cisions m ade for them
on the ir be half. De cisions tha t the y m ay ve ry we ll have not a gre e d with, but the y a re no longe r a round to pro te st. It's the idea
of som e one e ffe ctive ly be ing force d to sing with som e one whe the r the y lik e it or not, tha t re a lly rile s m e .
/End rant :P

Sweden
6080 Posts

Yeah, good point. I bet their management (of the artist who's still around) counts on the vehicle/bandwaggon effect
that adds to the hommage effect.
Roy Orbison and Westlife??? BRRRRRRR creepeeh!
Cor xx
daydreamer
Moderator

Poste d - 22/12/2006 : 20:30:01

I absolutely agree with you about Westlife, they're pointless to my mind and they just took one of my favourite ever
songs and made it bland (The Rose), so I can understand as a Roy fan why you may be dismayed.

United Kingdom
5404 Posts

The unfortunate thing about the artists who are no longer with us is that stuff will keep on happening that is now way
beyond their control. Someone is obviously giving their permission though. Be it books, musicals, films, recipients of
their awards or shows like this. Petula Clark has just added her vocals to some unfinished ones of Dusty's and having
heard it, I'm thrilled with the result and I hope that Dusty would be too. To my eyes and ears, it's one of the positive
things that have happened. I'm interested to see how they do this show and hoping that Dusty comes out of it with no
loss of face.
Carole x

Mads
Where am I going?

Poste d - 23/12/2006 : 03:43:32
quote :
and having he ard it

Umm CHELLO - what am I?? Chopped liver!!!???
Australia
3323 Posts

Hahah JOKES Carole missy you are quite the connected!! In a sharing mood my love?

Would someone with a golden heart mind taping this for me and sending it to me? I'll cover postage, the tape etc.
etc...I'd love to see it!
Love,
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Mads xxx

daydreamer
Moderator

Poste d - 23/12/2006 : 16:24:54

David over on Dustyville posted a link to a site with pics of the Dusty/Sugarbabes duet. With a credit to David, I'll post
one of the pics here. I think it looks good, at least as a still it does.

United Kingdom
5404 Posts

Carole x
Edite d by - daydre am e r on 23/12/2006 16:25:54

daydreamer
Moderator

Poste d - 23/12/2006 : 16:28:58
quote :
Originally posted by Mads
quo te :
and having he ard it

United Kingdom
5404 Posts

Um m CHELLO - what a m I?? Choppe d live r!!!???
Hahah JOKES C arole m issy you are quite the conne cte d!! In a sharing m ood m y love ?

W ould som e one with a golde n he art m ind taping this for m e and se nding it to m e ? I'll cove r posta ge , the tape e tc. e tc...I'd love
to se e it!
Lo ve ,
Mads x x x

Mads, you've not been paying attention

I did say a while back that I'd heard Corner of the Sky, unfortunately, I'll

have to wait like the everybody else to actually get my hands on a copy.
Carole x
dusty_freak
I’ve got a good thing

Poste d - 23/12/2006 : 16:32:16

She never pays attention...
Clare xoxo
"I'm not Mama's little baby no more..."

Australia
5805 Posts

Tim
Where am I going?

Poste d - 23/12/2006 : 17:27:36

Actually that does look a pretty good still I must say, Carole..
Maybe it's something to look forward to after all.
T x

United Kingdom
3422 Posts

daydreamer
Moderator

Poste d - 24/12/2006 : 18:30:54

Well, it was good in bits, the fake Dusty person sort of ruined it for me

dustyspringfield.info/…/topic.asp?AR…

Still, good to see the lady on telly over the
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festive season, albeit briefly. A couple of surprising clips of the 80's Dusty in the intro....geez those fashions take some
beating
Carole x

United Kingdom
5404 Posts

MattMidd1
I’ve got a good thing

United Kingdom
4270 Posts

Poste d - 24/12/2006 : 18:56:52

I thought it was quite good but I felt that at the beginning of the song the sugarbabes weren't very good but got
better as it went on. I thought that over all it was brilliant!
Matt.
Everyone on here rules.

Sophie
Where am I going?

2302 Posts

Poste d - 24/12/2006 : 19:06:51

good news, folks - i managed to record the show onto DVD, so if i can figure out how to make copies of it, i would be
happy to distribute them to you guys
anyway, the show itself was great! you're all gonna love it

i didn't see the whole show; but Lulu was on after Dusty,

and she wasn't bad.. however, the Dusty performance was brilliant! those lucky Sugababes.. i'm glad they did a good
job of it

Mark
I’ve got a good thing

Poste d - 24/12/2006 : 19:36:20
quote :
Originally posted by scissorsophie
good ne ws, folk s - i m anage d to re cord the show onto DVD, so if i can figure out how to m ak e copie s of it, i would be happy to
distribute the m to you guys

United Kingdom
5309 Posts

Yes please Sophie!.....I was so engrossed in the 'top musicals' programme on More 4 that I missed the start!.....I'm so
cross with myself!!
It's great Dusty was chosen!
Mark

Sophie
Where am I going?

2302 Posts

Mark
I’ve got a good thing

Poste d - 24/12/2006 : 19:47:43

i have no idea how to copy DVDs on here - i've just been looking into it, and don't think i have the correct programme so is there anyone who would be able to make copies, if i sent them the original? thanks

Poste d - 24/12/2006 : 19:56:41

That's okay Sophie!

.....I'm sure there's a 'Technophobe' out there who could post a 'You tube' link, as with Patti, if all

else fails!
Mark

United Kingdom
5309 Posts

dusty_freak
I’ve got a good thing

Poste d - 24/12/2006 : 23:57:54

I'm glad the Sugababes did a good job

They wouldn't want to ruin it lol...

I would like a copy too please
Clare xoxo
"I'm not Mama's little baby no more..."
Australia
5805 Posts

Mads
Where am I going?

Poste d - 25/12/2006 : 11:44:01

Me three if its at all possible
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Love,
Mads xxx

Australia
3323 Posts

daydreamer

Poste d - 27/12/2006 : 14:31:30

Moderator

For those who haven't yet seen it, it's now on YouTube.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o_E54R5X4ik
Carole x

United Kingdom
5404 Posts

Teda

Poste d - 27/12/2006 : 18:49:26

Little by little

I thought it was pretty good. Something different. Teda.
USA
384 Posts

MattMidd1

Poste d - 27/12/2006 : 18:58:58

I’ve got a good thing

Thank you very much! I've seen it but it's still great to see it again.
United Kingdom
4270 Posts

Matt.
Everyone on here rules.

mssdusty

Poste d - 27/12/2006 : 19:33:05

I’ve got a good thing

it was very strange to see.But Dusty looked great as always.
Mary
I only think of the day I Met Dusty and MY pains go away.IT's Great!

USA
5821 Posts

paula

Poste d - 28/12/2006 : 21:55:24

Moderator

I also thought it was pretty good...Dusty was totally in the spotlight...Sugababes off to the side...as it should.
I do think that the combination worked out ok.
paula x
Edite d by - paula on 28/12/2006 21:56:21

USA
5012 Posts

allherfaces

Poste d - 28/12/2006 : 23:15:41

Administrator

I liked it!
Sophie, if you don't have Nero, I think you can download DVD Shrink free--. If you can't get it copied, send it to me or
Laura or Zippy and we'll take care of it and then do that tree thing. Thanks.
FGM
"Yesterday's gone. Love lead me on."
~Roll Away
USA
14235 Posts

Rob

Poste d - 29/12/2006 : 01:01:55

Administrator

I'm a tree
R

B

United Kingdom
4205 Posts
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I’ll try anything
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Poste d - 29/12/2006 : 12:33:15
quote :
Originally posted by daydreamer
W e ll, it was good in bits, the fa k e Dusty pe rson sort of ruine d it for m e

Still, good to se e the lady on te lly ove r the fe stive

se ason, albe it brie fly. A couple of surprising clips of the 80's Dusty in the intro....ge e z those fashions tak e som e be ating
Carole x

1455 Posts

Carole do you know what show the 80's clip of Dusty in pink singing SOAPM was from?
dusty_freak
I’ve got a good thing

Poste d - 29/12/2006 : 12:38:52

Oh My God... I loved it!! I couldn't believe i was seeing Dusty in the 60's performing in 2006!!! It was pretty good i
thought, the Sugababes did a good job... How did they get Dusty like there and it looked real? It was so well done and i
loved it
What is Duet Impossible? Is it like a weekly show or something? I quite liked it
Clare xoxo
Australia
5805 Posts

Tim
Where am I going?

"I'm not Mama's little baby no more..."

Poste d - 30/12/2006 : 01:31:46

Have just caught up with it on YouTube...
Very clever technically, but cos it's fake - there's no chemistry, WHATSOEVER..!!
I've never been impressed with this performance, although she looks great -excited and happy!

United Kingdom
3422 Posts

Her wild enthusiasm tramples the song underfoot for me and her gutsiness sits uneasily with the Sugar's trembly pitch..
Her vocal also seems faster than the Sugarbabes who seem to have been practising to Marth & the Vandellas original which was at a slightly slower speed. THAT is the definitive version for me - not hers in this case. I always think the
mess she made of this song is the Temptations fault - wasn't this when she first developed a taste for her favourite
colour...LOL!
IMHO I would rather see the effort put into cleaning up and representing genuine footage of Dusty. Technology is great
though - one day soon we will be able to enjoy holographic images of our idols!
T x

mssdusty
I’ve got a good thing

Poste d - 30/12/2006 : 01:44:13

THANK YOU TIM HOPE SO TOO
MARY
I only think of the day I Met Dusty and MY pains go away.IT's Great!

USA
5821 Posts

daydreamer
Moderator

Poste d - 30/12/2006 : 09:35:13
quote :
Originally posted by Clive
quo te :
Originally posted by daydreamer
W e ll, it was good in bits, the fak e Dusty pe rson sort of ruine d it for m e

United Kingdom
5404 Posts

Still, good to se e the lady on te lly ove r

the fe stive se ason, albe it brie fly. A couple of surprising clips of the 80's Dusty in the intro....ge e z those fa shions
tak e som e be ating
C arole x

Carole do you k now what show the 80's clip of Dusty in pink singing SO APM was from ?

If you mean the purple sequins Clive, that was Live At Her Majesty's in October '85, not one of Dusty's better moments.
She, apparently had been wonderful in rehearsals all day but got more and more nervous as the day went on. She
sounded very shakey during the hits medley and got the note at the end of Quiet Please very wrong, although the rest
of the song was fine and it was the first time I'd seen her perform it, not having been at the RAH. The outfit outdid Sue
Ellen in the shoulder pads stakes
At the end, the host Jimmy Tarbuck, gave her a big hug and I always felt he was
saying "you did OK, don't worry".
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As for Dancing in the Street, she did NOT mess it up Tim! There is no way she was under the influence of anything
other than adrenalin, not back then.
Carole x

Clive

Poste d - 30/12/2006 : 10:58:22

I’ll try anything

thanks Carole, I had heard about that performance but never saw or heard any of it before.
Incidentally I'd say many people who watched Duet Impossible went looking for a Dusty CD containing Dancing In The
Street-unfortunately there isn't one.

1455 Posts

Tim

Poste d - 30/12/2006 : 11:32:58

Where am I going?

I wasn't saying she actually messed it up, Carole. I just think she was very breathless through it and it's taken at a
rattling pace that affects the quality of the vocal performance. It's very exciting to watch though - she's loving every
minute of it. It scores highly for me on her enthusiasm alone. Whether this is purely down to adrenaline or not, none of
us are qualified to say. I was just speculating playfully given Dusty's OWN recollections of that time.
T

United Kingdom
3422 Posts

dusty_freak
I’ve got a good thing

Poste d - 30/12/2006 : 11:42:29

I personally think youse are all reading too much into this!! But thats kool
perform with a modern group

I rekoned it was great just to see Dusty

I really liked it.

Clare xoxo
"I'm not Mama's little baby no more..."
Australia
5805 Posts

Corinna
Forum Admin

Poste d - 30/12/2006 : 11:46:10

I liked it too, Clare, though the Sugababes can't really hold a candle to our Dust...
Cor xx

Sweden
6080 Posts

dusty_freak
I’ve got a good thing

Poste d - 30/12/2006 : 11:52:21

Yeah true, but at least they didnt full on ruin it i spose!! That'd be a bit annoying....
Clare xoxo
"I'm not Mama's little baby no more..."

Australia
5805 Posts

Tim
Where am I going?

Poste d - 30/12/2006 : 11:53:44

Yeah I know Clare, silly really..
It's a bit of fun but she had no say in the matter - which makes me feel a bit uncomfortable.
I wonder what the most unlikeliest duet could be... Dame Edna was pretty mad for real.. that was hilarious at the time!
T x
United Kingdom
3422 Posts

dusty_freak
I’ve got a good thing

Poste d - 30/12/2006 : 11:59:41

Awww nah Timbo it ain't silly, i find it interesting that you guys have so much to say about it

Probably coz i'm not

even smart and don't even think of these things lol!!
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But you bring up a good point when you say Dusty had no say in the matter... I hope she liked it then hey..
Clare xoxo

Australia
5805 Posts

Mads
Where am I going?

"I'm not Mama's little baby no more..."

Poste d - 30/12/2006 : 12:30:50

I reckon Dusty woulda found it bloody hilarious
Love,
Mads xxx

Australia
3323 Posts

daydreamer
Moderator

Poste d - 30/12/2006 : 14:21:38

I don't think she would have minded it, but who can really tell and she probably would have supported the Sugababes
for the sort of music they make. I think she'd have found the body double quite hilarious though, she seemed to have
about 6 inches on Dusty!
Carole x

United Kingdom
5404 Posts

dusty_freak
I’ve got a good thing

Poste d - 30/12/2006 : 14:24:05

was there a body double?!!
Clare xoxo
"I'm not Mama's little baby no more..."

Australia
5805 Posts

mssdusty
I’ve got a good thing

Poste d - 30/12/2006 : 16:22:34

CLARE..LOL
MARY
I only think of the day I Met Dusty and MY pains go away.IT's Great!

USA
5821 Posts

humboldt
I’ll try anything

Poste d - 30/12/2006 : 17:24:39

I watched the show last night. Dusty & the Sugababes duet was really surprisingly good as from the outset I had been
rather sceptical about this project. It was lovely to see Dusty perform "Dancing In The Street" but it was also rather
surreal and left me with a lump in my throat. The Sugababes made excellent 'Vandellas'. I'm sure that Dusty would have
been happy to sing with the Sugababes as they are a cut above the average girl group. BTW the Marvin Gaye & Lulu
duet was also worthy of notice.

United Kingdom
1704 Posts

John
dusty_freak
I’ve got a good thing

Poste d - 30/12/2006 : 23:49:16

A body double?!! I thought they just kinda cut her out and stuck her on stage with some technology or something.. like
only the people on tv could see her and all the audience could see were the Sugababes. Am i so wrong on this?
Clare xoxo
"I'm not Mama's little baby no more..."

Australia
5805 Posts

Rob
Administrator

Poste d - 16/01/2007 : 19:40:43
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A dvd copy of the is on its way to Clare and Mads
R

If anyone else would like one, just send me an e-mail me.

B

United Kingdom
4205 Posts
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